Introduction to GRASPS Weather Forecast

Introduction

This assessment utilizes a performance task that provides students an opportunity to demonstrate what they know and are able to do concerning a given concept. The components of the framework for the performance task are outlines in the acronym GRASPS. The goal states the purpose of the task; the role explains student involvement in the scenario; the audience identifies the people the students address; the situation explains the scenario; the product is the tangible evidence of student understanding; and the standards/criteria describe how students can complete the task successfully.

GRASPS:

**GOAL:**
Provide a statement of the task.
Establish the goal, problem, challenge, or obstacle in the task.

**ROLE:**
Define the role of the students in the task.
State the job of the students for the task.

**AUDIENCE:**
Identify the target audience within the context of the scenario.
Example audiences might include a client or committee.

**SITUATION:**
Set the context of the scenario.
Explain the situation.

**PRODUCT:**
Clarify what the students will create and why they will create it.

**STANDARDS and CRITERIA [INDICATORS]:**
Provide students with a clear picture of success.
Identify specific standards for success.
Issue rubrics to the students or develop them with the students.
GRASPS Weather Forecast

Assessment

This assessment utilizes the GRASPS model, which is explained in more detail below. (For a more generic explanation of GRASPS, click here.) The assessment is separated into three Tiers, which are based on a quick assessment. The rubric that is included is created to work with all three Tiers.

Goal: Work as a part of a team to deliver an accurate weather forecast. Students will understand how to analyze and interpret weather data. Students will understand the role that weather forecasting plays in their life.

Role: You play the role as the meteorologist that interprets data and makes forecasts about upcoming weather.

Audience: The target audience is television viewers.

Situation: You will be provided with a number of maps depicting current weather situations including temperatures for the region, satellite views, isobars, wind speed and direction, and front information. You must work with your weather team to analyze and decipher the data in order to present your forecast for the region.

Product: Your team must present an accurate weather forecast to the audience. The forecast will include a written forecast, a weather map, current conditions, and a three day forecast. Your terminology, use of weather symbols, and data analysis must be accurate.

Standards: The audience expects a forecast that is precise and correct as many people either work outdoors, they may be traveling, or planning outdoor activities based on the information you give them. Some weather conditions may pose a hazard and your forecasting abilities must be trusted by the audience or they will not “tune in”. A rubric will be provided.

Resource - http://xnet.rrc.mb.ca/glenh/
Glen Hammond
GRASPS Weather Forecast

Tiers

Students may be grouped accordingly after evaluating the Pre-Assessment. You may use different names for the groups, such as colors – Red Tier (Tier 1), Blue Tier (Tier 2), and Green Tier (Tier 3). Groups may comprise of 2-4 students.

Tier 1 – Missed 3-6 of the questions on the Pre-Assessment
Tier 2 – Missed 1-2 of the questions on the Pre-Assessment
Tier 3 – Missed no questions on the Pre-Assessment

Tier 1 – Students will be provided with a number of maps depicting current weather situations including temperatures for the region, satellite views, isobars, wind speed and direction, and front information. Students will use “skeletons” of the products due to organize their data. Completed products include a map depicting the weather data, a 3-5 day forecast poster, a current conditions poster, and a written forecast. Students may choose to use poster boards, construction paper, and/or transperancies.

Tier 2 – Students will be provided with a number of maps depicting current weather situations including temperatures for the region, satellite views, isobars, wind speed and direction, and front information. Students must work their weather team to analyze and decipher the data in order to present their forecast for the region. Using a graphic organizer, students will create a forecast with the data supplied. Completed products include a map depicting the weather data, a 3-5 day forecast visual, a current conditions diagram, and a written forecast. Students may choose to use PowerPoint, poster boards, construction paper, and/or transperancies.

Tier 3 – Students will be assigned a section of the United States. Students must research the information for the forecasts on websites given by the teacher. Students must work with their weather team to analyze and decipher the data in order to present their forecast for the region. Using a graphic organizer, students will create a forecast. Students are to compile their information into a Prezi and videotape their forecast.

Other Internet websites that could be integrated are
- Voki – an avatar “presents” the information. There are time limits to the presentation. (www.voki.com)
- Glogster – an online poster maker (http://edu.glogster.com/)

As an extension for all students, the information from the forecasts could be added into a class blog for sharing with others. This is a great opportunity for students to collaborate with students across the nation, as well as community members or scientists.
Correlated Literature (with Lexiles) (Audio capable)

(All literature can be found on the Galileo website unless otherwise noted.)


GRASPS Weather Forecast Pre-Assessment

1. A low pressure system is more likely to produce a nice, sunny day.
   A. True
   B. False

2. How is an isobar used?
   A. Used to identify low and high pressure areas
   B. Used to identify low and high temperatures

3. A cold front is defined as the leading edge of a cooler mass of air, replacing (at ground level) a warmer mass of air. It is usually represented as
   A. True
   B. False

4. A warm front is defined as the leading edge of an advancing mass of warm air; it separates warm air from the colder air ahead. It is usually represented as
   A. True
   B. False

5. The temperature outside is 29° outside. There is a cold front moving in from a large body of water. You should
   A. wear shorts to school – the weather is fine.
   B. wear a light jacket – it could be windy.
   C. wear sandals - 29° isn’t that cold.
   D. wear a large coat – snow is a possibility.

6. Use the key to interpret the following station model.
   A. No cloud cover, winds at 20 knots, snow falling
   B. Total cloud cover, winds at 25 knots, snow, current temperature is 29°, the dewpoint is 27
   C. Some cloud cover, winds at 25 knots, temperature is 27, barometric pressure is falling
   D. Total cloud cover, winds at 20 knots, snow, current temperature is 29°, the dewpoint is 27
<table>
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Current Conditions

Temperature

Barometric Pressure

Wind Speed

Wind Direction

Dewpoint

Humidity
GRASPS Weather Forecast

Good __________________. This is ____________________________ and ____________________________ reporting from __________________. It’s been __________ today, with ____________________________ cloud cover and ____________________________ precipitation. We are looking forward to ____________________________ (types of precipitation or none). Current conditions are ____________________________ (temperature), ____________________________ (barometric pressure), ____________________________ (wind speed and direction), ____________________________ (dewpoint), and ____________________________ (humidity). Looking at the satellite map, there are ____________________________ fronts moving in from _____________________________. This is causing ____________________________ (rain, sunshine, etc.) for this area. Also, we have another front coming from _____________________________. We expect ____________________________ to occur. Now, let’s look at the three day forecast. For tomorrow, we are looking at _____________________________. For ____________________________ (day of the week), we are looking at _____________________________. The next day, _____________________________, the weather will be ____________________________ because of _____________________________.

This has been ____________________________ and ____________________________ of Channel ______ News and Weather reporting. Now, to Sports.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Temperature</td>
<td>Low Temperature</td>
<td>Low Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Temperature</td>
<td>High Temperature</td>
<td>High Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chance of Precipitation</td>
<td>Chance of Precipitation</td>
<td>Chance of Precipitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three Day Forecast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Temperature (Low)</th>
<th>Temperature (High)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precipitation

Conditions Explanation

Current Conditions for

Temperature
Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Barometric Pressure
Humidity
Precipitation
Fronts

Resource - http://mapofusa50states.com/
## GRASPS
Weather Forecast Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research</strong></td>
<td>Group researched the data and integrated all factors (wind speed/direction, temperature, cloud cover, precipitation, and chance of severe weather into their newscast. Evidence indicates contextual factors were taken into consideration. Several components indicate high order thought.</td>
<td>Group researched the data and integrated most (4+) factors (wind speed/direction, temperature, cloud cover, precipitation, and chance of severe weather) into their newscast. Evidence indicates contextual factors were taken into consideration. At least one indication of high order thought demonstrated.</td>
<td>Group researched the data and integrated some(3+) factors (wind speed/direction, temperature, cloud cover, precipitation, and chance of severe weather) into their newscast. Evidence indicates few contextual factors were taken into consideration.</td>
<td>Group did little/no research and integrated little/no (2-) factors (wind speed/direction, temperature, cloud cover, precipitation, and chance of severe weather) into their newscast. No evidence of contextual factors were taken into consideration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accuracy of Facts</strong></td>
<td>All supportive facts are reported accurately (6 of 6).</td>
<td>Almost all facts are reported accurately (4 of 6).</td>
<td>Some facts are reported accurately (3 of 6).</td>
<td>No facts are reported accurately OR no facts were reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graphics</strong></td>
<td>Graphics are clearly related to the material being presented and accurately portray all factors of the forecast. Indications of creative thought present.</td>
<td>Graphics are clearly related to the material being presented and accurately portray 5 of 6 factors of the forecast. Indications of some creative thought present.</td>
<td>Graphics are clearly related to the material being presented and accurately portray 3-4 of 6 factors of the forecast. Indications of little creative thought present.</td>
<td>Graphics are not related to the material being presented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speaks clearly</strong></td>
<td>Speaks clearly and distinctly all of the time and mispronounces no words.</td>
<td>Speaks clearly and distinctly all of the time but mispronounces 1 or more words.</td>
<td>Speaks clearly and distinctly most of the time and mispronounces no words.</td>
<td>Speaks unclearly and most of the time and mispronounces many words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Posture and Eye Contact</strong></td>
<td>Stands or sits up straight and looks confident and relaxed. Establishes eye contact with audience during most of newscast.</td>
<td>Stands or sits up straight. Establishes eye contact with audience during most of newscast.</td>
<td>Slouches or appears too casual but establishes good eye contact with audience during most of newscast.</td>
<td>Slouches or appears too casual AND establishes little eye contact with audience during newscast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group Work</strong></td>
<td>The group functioned exceptionally well. All members listened to, shared with and supported the efforts of others. The group (all members) was always on task.</td>
<td>The group functioned exceptionally well. All members listened to, shared with and supported the efforts of others. The group (all members) was almost always on task.</td>
<td>The group functioned fairly well but was dominated by one or two members. The group (all members) was almost always on task!</td>
<td>Some members of the group were often off task AND/OR were overtly disrespectful to others in the group AND/OR were typically disregarded by other group members.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Points earned __________________ out of 24  Grade _______

http://rubistar4teachers.org
Created: Jun 21, 2010 01:51 pm (UTC)
**Common Core**

**L6-WHST2:** Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/experiments, or technical processes.

a. Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; organize ideas, concepts, and information into broader categories as appropriate to achieving purpose; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.

b. Develop the topic with relevant, well-chosen facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples.

c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts.

d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.

e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone.

f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation presented.

**L6-RST1:** Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical texts.

**L6-RH2:** Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or opinions.

**Georgia Performance Standards**

**S6CS5.** Students will use the ideas of system, model, change, and scale in exploring scientific and technological matters.

a. Observe and explain how parts are related to other parts in systems such as weather systems, solar systems, and ocean systems including how the output from one part of a system (in the form of material, energy, or information) can become the input to other parts. (For example: El Nino’s effect on weather)

b. Identify several different models (such as physical replicas, pictures, and analogies) that could be used to represent the same thing, and evaluate their usefulness, taking into account such things as the model’s purpose and complexity.

**S6E3.** Students will recognize the significant role of water in earth processes.

a. Explain that a large portion of the Earth’s surface is water, consisting of oceans, rivers, lakes, underground water, and ice.

b. Relate various atmospheric conditions to stages of the water cycle.

**S6E4.** Students will understand how the distribution of land and oceans affects climate and weather.

a. Demonstrate that land and water absorb and lose heat at different rates and explain the resulting effects on weather patterns.

b. Relate unequal heating of land and water surfaces to form large global wind systems and weather events such as tornados and thunderstorms.

c. Relate how moisture evaporating from the oceans affects the weather patterns and weather events such as hurricanes.